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Risk Mitigation in the Covid-19 Environment

Use of Pre-Incident Funding
Although few can predict how long it will take before the Covid-19 pandemic subsides, it is likely that it will take some         
considerable time before the global economy recovers. In the meantime, insureds across all classes will be struggling to 
manage the new order that has been forced upon them; and are looking for advice and guidance on how best to achieve 
business continuity and retain their hard won customer base. 

With our global emergency response centres continuing to offer insureds 24/7 access to advice and guidance; and subject 
matter experts supporting our in-country resource network, SE is still able to offer a range of essential services, making the 
best possible use of pre-incident funding in this challenging operating environment. 

To complement our regular newsletters and podcasts, the SE Covid-19 Service Pack includes:

• One-2-One Skype/Webex consultations covering key disciplines:
 ○ Business continuity and recovery
 ○ Crisis communications and social media policy
 ○ Managing an extortion
 ○ Managing staff through the crisis
 ○ Managing hygiene in the workplace and separation policies on the production floor
 ○ Managing the supply chain
 ○ Ensuring maintenance of plant and machinery
 ○ Coping with delayed orders
 ○ Client contract retention
 ○ Managing furloughed staff
 ○ Securing vacant premises and equipment during lockdown
 ○ Prepare for restarting operations
• Desktop reviews of crisis management plans
• Remote supplier audits
• Remote food safety audits
• Onsite risk audits (where local conditions permit)
• Online Covid-19 food safety training courses

For further information on the SE Covid-19 Service Packs, please call the nearest regional Security Exchange Response 
Centre:

Europe, Middle East & Africa: +44 20 3284 8844
Asia-Pacific: +61 2807 30186
The Americas: +1 305384 4825
Or email us at enquiries@securityexchange24.com

Security Exchange is a specialist security management company dedicated to helping 
our clients prevent, manage and recover from critical security incidents worldwide.

www.securityexchange24.com
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